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SCADAPack User Defined Modbus for SCADAPack is a communication protocol, which provides the
SCADAPack user with a way to modify the SCADAPack message format and add new data fields to

existing SCADAPack messages. This protocol works in both master and slave mode. Master mode is used
for reading and writing data and is the default mode. The slave mode is used to read from the set of
existing devices and is also the default mode. Set of released drivers SCADAPack universal drivers

(UDM) for TELEPace, ISAGRAF and C/C++ Read and write the SCADAPack message format. The
program handles the existing SCADAPack protocols and is ready to add new applications and devices.

UDM for SCADAPack Crack's features: Can read and write SCADAPack messages from the
SCADAPack controller. Supports SCADAPack controllers in both master and slave mode. Uses the
existing SCADAPack standard message format, can be used for new versions of the protocol as the

specification changes. Allows to read/write command, register and result data, revision id and encoded
CRC number in each SCADAPack message. Example: SCADAPack Controller SCADAPack standard

message format Message starts UPON message, 1 Data (continued), 1 Optional Data (continued), 1
Optional Data (continued), 2 1 Optional Data (continued), 2 2 1 Optional Data (continued), 3 1

Command data (continued), 3 2 1 Optional Data (continued), 3 3 1 Optional Data (continued), 11 1 Data
(continued), 11 2 1 Optional Data (continued), 11 3 Command data (continued), 17 Optional Data

(continued), 18 1 Optional Data (continued), 18 2 1 Optional Data (continued), 18 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 Optional
data (continued). Command words and register words is used to read and write command and register

data Example: SCADAPack controller SCADAPack UDM (UDM_PLC) | Command | Register | result 1 |
2 | 3 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 18
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- Provides real-time simulator function and data logging function. - Provides SCADA data interface and
data logging. - Provides state signal display, system status and management UDM for SCADAPack
Function: - Provides real-time simulator function and data logging function. - Provides SCADA data
interface and data logging. - Provides state signal display, system status and management - Can work with
SCADAPack or other hardware platform. UDM for SCADAPack Main Features: - The application can
read and write on-line, but no modem function. - Data logging features provided. - Supports the error
handling function - Can support remote devices. - Smart to handle network communication. - Works with
SCADAPack 33x/33xP/33xMP/33xMA/33xMA-P, SCADAPack with firmware(Telepace, Isagraf).
UDM_PLC Developed in C Based on libdriver code, data can be read from remote devices through the
virtual driver. - A library of TELEPace PLC driver, support other popular controller. - Fast code
development and well-optimized code. - Comprehensive library functions and commands supported.
UDM_CLIENT Developed in C++ The driver library can create virtual driver and connect to PLC, you
can use both of them to get PLC's data at runtime. - Provides PLC status display, system state display,
and additional functions. - Can supply PLC function of virtual interface. - Will help you to get PLC's data
from application. UDM_CLIENT Main Features: - Provides PLC status display, system state display, and
additional functions. - Can supply PLC function of virtual interface. - Will help you to get PLC's data
from application. - It is designed in the form of a virtual driver, you can control the data from C++
application without PLC. UDM_PLC UDM_CLIENT

What's New In UDM For SCADAPack?

- UDM is not a device driver, it's a communication library for SCADAPack controller. UDM is supplied
with the SCADAPack firmware and configuration as one unit. UDM is not a firmware release. UDM and
configuration are supplied with SCADAPack. UDM is not a replacement for SCADAPack firmware. The
firmware is the UDM and configuration program. - One UDM can support multiple SCADAPack
controllers, for example, one UDM can be used to control up to 8 SCADAPack controllers
simultaneously. For example, this UDM can be used to support the following 8 SCADAPack controllers:
SCADAPack 33x/34x, SDNPACII SCADAPack with firmware: SCADAPack 33x, SCADAPack
33x/34x/43x (variable frequency drive) SCADAPack 33x, SCADAPack 33x/34x/43x (variable
frequency drive) SCADAPack 43x, SCADAPack 33x/34x/43x (variable frequency drive) - SCADAPack
firmware(UDM and configuration program) can support a different SCADAPack firmware(for example
SCADAPack 33x firmware can be supported by the SCADAPack 33x firmware(UDM and configuration
program)) - Some SCADAPack controllers are not supported by UDM. If a firmware(UDM and
configuration program) can't communicate with this SCADAPack controller UDM cannot be installed,
and some commands will return an error. - UDM does not install SCADAPack firmware, UDM installs
the UDM and configuration program(UDM_CLIENT) only. UDM can install both firmware 33x/33x/43x
or firmware 33x/34x/43x or firmware 33x/34x/43x - UDM can install firmware version of old stock
controller, for example, firmware version 14 or old stock firmware 33x/43x. - UDM can communicate
with other SCADAPack controllers, for example, it can communicate with SCADAPack controllers
running on different machine. - U
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System Requirements:

Memory: 3GB Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 670 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 Sound: Sound card with
DTS Connect Storage: 10GB free disk space Operating System: Win XP or above Download: Windows
users: the installer is only available for the 32 bit operating system.A new mechanism of thrombotic
thrombocytopenia: ADP- and thrombin-induced platelet aggregation in platelet-rich plasma. Recent
research on
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